IMAGINATION CATALOG
SHOP AT HOME 1994

New Islander T-Shirt!
See order form inside.
Enter The LEGO world of ADVENTURE AND IMAGINATION!

Imagine a world that you create on your very own - where your imagination determines what happens and you decide what adventures will take place. It's the world of LEGO toys and you're holding the key to adventure in your hands. From the DUPLO Children's Zoo to the LEGO TECHNIC Front End Loader, LEGO Shop At Home has something for kids of all ages (even mom and dad). Many of these building and play sets are loaded with unique elements you won't find in other sets. All that's needed is your imagination!

Originating in 1979, this catalog is our way of giving special customers an easy way to find all of the LEGO toys they're looking for. Many of these toys are available only in the Shop At Home Catalog. We've also included some hard-to-find LEGO building sets and accessories. Plus, you'll find many NEW products including the Dragon Masters, the Ice Planet collection (page 36) and the all new LEGO TECHNIC Super Car (page 46).

The tradition and quality that the LEGO Group stands for started over 60 years ago. Founder Ole Kirk Christiansen based all of his decisions on one simple philosophy: "Only the best is good enough." Today, we remain committed to this credo and work hard to make sure your child enjoys his or her LEGO building sets to the fullest.

With our rich history, we often discover that many parents who are ordering building sets for their children played with LEGO toys when they were younger (and some admit to still playing with them today)! LEGO toys are unique, in that before a new product is introduced, it must pass stringent test and qualification guidelines. We want to make sure that our toys offer endless entertainment possibilities for all the children who play with them.

While we've grown over the years, we still think of ourselves as a small, family-owned company. We promise to make every effort to delight your child - and you. After all, when it comes to our children, only the best is good enough.

Peter Eli
President

Safety First
LEGO building sets are specially designed for every age and stage of your child's development. Each set provides a unique building challenge with the emphasis on FUN! While no one knows your child as well as you do, please take a moment to review age guidelines when you are ordering.

WARNING:
An Important Safety Message to Parents. LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are NOT suitable for children under 3 years of age. DUPLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under 3.

Guarantee
We believe our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We know that you'll be totally satisfied with your order. But if there's any reason that you're not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

Majisto's Magical Workshop
Lots of mysterious things can happen in Majisto's Magical Workshop. Hide secret treasures with the help of Majisto's magic, glow-in-the-dark wand. A knight stands guard to make sure no one discovers the mystery behind Majisto's workshop. Ages 7-12. 184 pieces. #6048 Majisto's Magical Workshop $26.00

Renegade Runner
This fast-running Pirate ship is ready for action on the high seas. A gold filled treasure chest is protected by the first mate. The captain studies the compass and navigates the ship to safe waters. Four pirates included. Ages 7-12. 175 pieces. #6268 Renegade Runner $39.75
THE TOYS THAT BUILD imagination.

D ICE-SAT V
Eight high traction tires allow you to transport rockets over the iciest terrain. The ICE-SAT V has a tiltable transporter for the on-board rocket. Turn the crane lever and a magnet helps reload the rocket for the next launch. Includes Ice Planet Astronaut and ice saw.
Ages 7-12. 134 pieces.
#6898 ICE-SAT V $17.50

C Pothole Patcher
Keep your LEGO highway safe for travel with this special road repair vehicle. Ages 6-12.
93 pieces.
#6667 Pothole Patcher $9.25

E Aerial Acrobats
Get ready for the most spectacular air show ever seen! Buy your tickets now and see the fearless Aerial Acrobats perform. As the announcer gives them the okay over the walkie talkie, the 2 pilots perform numerous airplane stunts. The air show trailer opens and converts into a snack and souvenir shop with a telephone. There’s also an advertising board which folds up for easy storage. Six acrobats included. Ages 7-12. 332 pieces.
#6345 Aerial Acrobats $34.00

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET
Ideal First Building Sets
AGES 1½-5

Build more than you ever have before!
Use these Baseplates and Building Plates to create your own village, playground, floors of skyscrapers and much more. Each durable Building Plate forms a solid base for all of your DUPLO building blocks.

A #2304 Large Green Baseplate. 15” x 15”. $12.25
B #2306 Large Red Building Plate. 15” x 15”. $12.25
C #2303 Medium Building Plates. Set of 2: each approximately 3-3/4” x 7-1/2”. $6.50

Helpful hint: If you need a large building plate for LEGO bricks, see #915 on Page 15.

D Choo Choo Train
All aboard! The DUPLO Choo Choo Train is all set to go wherever your imagination takes it! This delightful model includes a platform car, locomotive, luggage block, two DUPLO figures and more! 13 pieces.
#2452 Choo Choo Train $9.25

E DUPLO Block Set
This set contains 39 colorful blocks in all kinds of shapes and sizes. Build a tower, house— or anything else you can imagine. Fun by itself or in combination with other sets.
#2314 DUPLO Block Set. $16.50

F Grandma’s Kitchen
A cozy kitchen complete with Grandma, Grandpa, and Scotty the dog will delight little DUPLO builders. Inside are realistic pieces to make a stove, sink, refrigerator, and table and chairs. Additional special pieces include a phone, plant, and bread block. 36 pieces.
#2551 Grandma’s Kitchen $17.75

G Patty’s Pony Stable
Welcome to Patty’s Pony Stable! This lovely pastel-colored set includes 2 cute prize winning ponies and everything to run the stable smoothly—a water pail block, a wheat block, a wheelbarrow, fence posts, and more! Patty enjoys working in her office, which is complete with desk and chair. 28 pieces.
#2553 Patty’s Pony Stable $15.50

H Family Home
Everything you need to build a DUPLO dream house! DUPLO Mom and Dad can relax on the couch in the living room or talk on the phone at the desk with removable drawers and all. On nice days, have a barbecue on the patio. Includes stickers to decorate the house with a picture, plants, and pretty trim. 46 pieces.
#2552 Family Home $23.00

LEGO HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652 (8AM TO 8PM ET)
TOOLO

AGES 3-6

Toys with a Twist!
The "click-clack" sound lets you know when you're tightening the screws—and you can never overtighten them! Just (1) put it together, (2) click it into place, and (3) tighten the screw. And because the screws are attached, they can never fall out or get lost. DUPLO TOOLO—we'll supply the tools, you supply the imagination!

TOOLO Accessories
Includes inspirational ideas to use these 19 TOOLO pieces with your other TOOLO sets.
#2905 TOOLO Accessories $19.75

NEW

TOOLO Building Site
What a super construction team! The large crane turns to work alongside a bulldozer and a dump truck. Plus you'll find more inspirational building ideas on the package too! 50 pieces.
#2550 TOOLO Building Site $64.00
PUT YOUR CHILD IN THE DRIVER'S SEAT WITH DUPLO Play Sets.

**A Fire and Rescue Copter**
The DUPLO Fire and Rescue Copter will provide quick service at any fire emergency. Included is a grand helicopter complete with protective visor, two wheel base blocks, a propeller that really turns, a water hose and nozzle, and two DUPLO firemen ready and willing to help! 8 pieces

#2677 Fire and Rescue Copter $19.25

**B Police Helicopter**
A new unit on the force is the DUPLO Police Helicopter, and it's ready for action! This play set comes with a helicopter, the helicopter landing base, a propeller that really turns, and a DUPLO police figure with badge!

4 pieces

#2675 Police Helicopter $6.25

**C Fire House No. 9**
When someone needs help, ring the fire bell and begin the rescue mission! This huge Fire Station includes 2 Fire Engines, Motorcycle, slide, a fire bell that really rings, Fire Chief, 3 Fire Fighters and more. Builds quickly with 3 special oversized garage and house blocks. For little fire fighters ages 3-5.

60 pieces

#2658 Fire House No. 9 $69.50

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652

8AM to 8PM ET
**D Airport**
This large Play Set offers many special building pieces, plus a baseplate for easy construction. Included is an airplane and a helicopter with propellers that really turn, a control tower block, a gas pump with turnable handle, a car with wheels, a tool box block, four DUPLO figures, door blocks, fence blocks, and more! 25 pieces
#2579 Airport $39.75

**E Jetliner**
Ready to travel? Go first-class aboard the DUPLO Jetliner! This exciting Play Set includes a large, roomy jet with windows, wing-shaped blocks, wheel base blocks, a car block with wheels, two luggage blocks, and three DUPLO figures. Have a nice trip! 15 pieces
#2678 Jetliner $26.00

**F Private Plane**
Fly the DUPLO Private Plane high in the sky and over a rainbow! Special pieces include the airplane with a propeller that really turns, a detachable wheel base, a DUPLO pilot figure, a turnable radar block to ensure happy landings, and more! 8 pieces
#2676 Private Plane $7.50

**G Gas Station**
Pull it in and fill'er up. Comes complete with gas pumps, service bays, Tow Truck, Pickup Truck and even a rest stop for weary travelers. Ages 3-5. 44 pieces.
#2657 Gas Station $49.50
A Recycle Truck
Keep your town tidy with your working recycle truck. Hook up to your DUPLO train and haul away! 4 pieces.
#2813 DUPLO Recycle Truck $7.25

A Pool Pals
Have a "splash" helping the zoo keeper feed the alligator and seal. This colorful set comes complete with wheelbarrow, fences, and fish pail! 15 pieces.
#2662 Pool Pals $11.00

C Children's Zoo
There's so much to see at the zoo. Imagine you're on a safari as you stop to visit the lion family and you spot a smiling crocodile. You can catch some hippos taking a bath, and watch the chimps monkey around swinging from rope to rope. And you're just in time to see the zookeeper feed the zoo babies. 43 pieces.
#2668 Children's Zoo $62.00

B Zoo Babies
Give the zoo babies a special home at your zoo. Baby polar bear cub, giraffe and lion cub have fun watching the grown-up sea lion. 5 pieces.
#2660 Zoo Babies $6.75

D Zoo Babies
All parent animals can move their heads and the monkeys their arms.
**E Deluxe Zoo**

Wow! This zoo has everything an animal could want! The monkeys love to climb the trees above the polar bears who are playing in the pool. Be sure to build a bridge so the zoo keeper can pet the seal and gather food for the giraffes. Includes 2 baseplates and a small cart for transporting food.

For zoo keepers ages 3-5. 71 pieces.

#2669 Deluxe Zoo $89.00

**F Zoo Keeper**

The baby tiger cub is separated from his mother and it’s up to you to make sure he’s taken care of. He likes to ride in the comfortable car—but he likes dinner even better! 4 pieces.

#2661 Zoo Keeper $8.50

**G Jungle Friends**

A panda, tiger, and two cute little tiger cubs are good friends and neighbors. Also included are tree blocks, tree trunks, fence posts, a zoo keeper figure, a feeding cart, a food block, and more! 26 pieces.

#2664 Jungle Friends $19.75
A My First Powered Train Set
At a certain stage children learn that they have the power to make things react to their touch. See the fun your young engineer will have making the train run and stop, go backwards and automatically change direction. And to add to the fun, each of the four functions responds with its own unique sound. The new battery powered DUPLO Play Train can go everywhere. — Runs on the track and directly on the floor. Plus, unlike ordinary toy trains, your child builds both locomotive and wagons and then can redesign them their own way!
#2730 DUPLO Battery Train Ages 3-6, 61 pieces. $85.00

Power Saving Design.
The battery train will run at least 8 hours on 3 AA alkaline batteries (batteries not included). The power saving feature goes into action when the train has not been touched by your child for two minutes.

B Kid Powered Train
All aboard this kid powered train! Have fun building the locomotive and two rail cars. Then meet grandma and grandpa at the train station. Enough track for a 33” x 19” oval track plus DUPLO blocks to make the station. Includes grandparents and engine, 48 pieces.
#2732 Kid Powered Train $47.00

Features tipping cool bin for more playtime fun!
EXPLORE FUN PLACES WITH DUPLO Trains!

**C Level Crossing**
Now you can bring your train through town. Flip down the level crossing when the train comes by. Flip up and your DUPLO vehicles can cross over. 7 pieces.
#2740 Level Crossing $10.00

**D Train Bridge**
10 pieces.
#2738 Train Bridge $18.75

Bridge more than 40 inches long!

**E Switching Tracks**
Make way for the other train coming! Let your train switch routes and rest while another train whizzes by. 4 pieces.
#2736 Switching Tracks $13.00

**F Six Straight Tracks**
#2734 Six Straight Tracks measure 27 inches. $6.50

**G Six Curved Tracks**
#2735 Six Curved Tracks build a 18 inch half circle. $6.50

**H Rails and Crossings**
Build crossing tracks into your DUPLO Track. Includes one crossing, four straight and four curved rails. 9 pieces.
#2737 Rails and Crossings $9.75

PLEASE NOTE: The new rails will connect with the former DUPLO track for free-form designs. The new crossing and switching track, however, works exclusively with new style rails for traditional layouts such as a figure eight or circles with an outside loop. If you have any questions regarding compatibility of train items, please call the LEGO Hotline.
A Farm Play Set
Farming can be so much fun. Just ask the Farmer who drives the tractor. The bright red Farmhouse is prebuilt so young builders can start playing right away! Includes fences, windmill, moving hay baler and 2 DUPLO farmhands.
Ages 2-5. 46 pieces. 
#2655 DUPLO Farm Play Set $64.00

B Farm Animals
Young farmers will love this round-up of 8 animals. Also includes 8 fences, water trough, and DUPLO farmer. Makes a perfect addition to the DUPLO Farm (#2655). 
Ages 2-5. 18 pieces. 
#2647 DUPLO Farm Animals $15.00

C Tow Truck
Need a lift? Send for the DUPLO Tow Truck. Two different hooks let you tow any DUPLO vehicle or hook up to your train. For little mechanics ages 2-5. 3 pieces 
#2617 Tow Truck $6.25

D Tractor
This happy farmer is ready to plant his crops. A tiller and a cart easily hook up to the tractor to help complete the job. 4 pieces. 
#2629 DUPLO Tractor $13.25

E Rabbit and Bear Friend
Everything is more fun with a friend! This colorful rabbit and bear will win your youngster’s heart. For little builders ages 2-5. 13 pieces. 
#1594 Rabbit and Bear Friend $9.25

COME ON DOWN TO THE FARM!
After DUPLO Blocks... young builders are ready for new building challenges and fun!

F 3+ Building Set
There’s no limit to what your child’s imagination can create with this awesome assortment of bricks and elements. Includes many special features like fences, windows, wheels, oversized figure, a door and more! Ages 3-12. 51 pieces.
#1474 3+ Building Set $7.75

G 5+ Build-N-Store Chest
Features 3 storage compartments and a handle for carrying. To build models, slide the base-plate lids off the chest and choose from 672 building pieces. The Brick Separator is even included! Ages 5-7.
#565 5+ Build-N-Store Chest $44.00

H 5+ Building Set in Bucket
This bright, blue 10 1/2” bucket with convenient carrying handle stores a colorful assortment of bricks and special pieces—including windows, fences, and mini-figures. Ages 5-7. 425 pieces.
#1879 5+ Building Set in Bucket $24.00

J 7+ Building Set
Build many detailed models—from a helicopter to a race car—with the diverse elements in this set. Includes wheels, windshields, rally flags, and other special pieces appropriate for ages 7-12. Building instructions also included.
#715 7+ Building Set $27.50
When you're building, having the right bricks makes the difference. Start a bank of these elements and get ready to build!

**42 Plates in Two Colors**
Thinner than the regular brick, these plates have many uses.
Builders hint: 3 plates connected together equal one brick.
$5.25 each color. #5146 Blue #5147 Red

**Doors & Windows**
Plenty of doors and windows in this 36-piece assortment.
#5149 Doors & Windows $5.25

**Sloped Bricks Packs**
Build a roof, race cars, a ramp — the list is endless.
$5.25 each package.
H #5151 Steep Sloped Bricks 59 pieces
I #5152 Low Sloped Bricks 60 pieces

**LEGO Brick Accessory Packs**
Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package. $5.25 each per color.
#5140 - Red #5141 - Blue #5142 - White
#5143 - Yellow #5144 - Black #5145 - Grey

**Wheels**
Make more LEGO cars, trucks or planes with these 12 wheel assemblies. #5148 Wheels $5.25

**Idea Book**
Build and create new models for extra playtime fun with this Idea Book. 48 pages chock-full with 28 building instructions for your LEGO collection. Build 19 different Town models, 3 castle models, a pirate boat and fort, and 4 space vehicles! Also includes over 35 stickers to customize your creations! Ages 5-12.
#260 Idea Book $4.25
Essential Extras  AGES 3-12

Helpful Storage Ideas

M Storage Case.
Take your LEGO bricks everywhere in this portable storage case. Durable plastic construction measures 15" x 12" x 4". Bricks sold separately.
#783 Storage Case $16.00

N Storage Cabinet.
A neat, convenient at-home storage cabinet for your LEGO bricks. Four plastic trays with 68 compartments make finding the right brick easy. Extra big size (18" x 11" x 12"). Sturdy laminated chipboard and masonite construction. Bricks sold separately. Ages 5-12.
#760 Storage Cabinet $69.50

O Brick Separator
A great tool to help take apart your LEGO creation. This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart.
#821 Brick Separator $2.25

Start Your Building Ideas with These BASEPLATES!

Use these Baseplates and Building Plates to create your own village, floors of skyscrapers and much more! Each durable Building Plate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.

- #813 Large Green 10" Baseplate Large 10" x 10" $5.50
- #819 Large Blue 10" Baseplate $5.50
- #815 X-Large Gray 15" Baseplate $11.00
- #814 Building Plates, 3 plates 2 1/2" x 5" $5.50

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652 8AM to 8PM ET
A Chopper Cops
Wherever there’s injustice—have no fear, the Chopper Cops are here. On the ground and in the air, these officers always maintain law and order. Ages 6-12. 64 pieces.
#664 Chopper Cops $7.25

B Central Precinct HQ
Criminals will think twice when they see the Central Precinct HQ. This 3-story police headquarters is equipped with high-tech control room and cells for prisoners. Plus you get 4 police officers, helicopter, and 3 police vehicles. Ages 8-12. 609 pieces.
#6398 Central Precinct HQ $73.00

Includes control room for signing in prisoners

C Jet Speed Justice
Whether it’s in the air or on the sea, the jet speed justice squad will be there in a flash to save the day. The jet and speed boat have 2 engines and the cockpit pops up. There’s also a video camera to catch the bad guys in the act. Ages 7-12. 149 pieces.
#6344 Jet Speed Justice $21.00

Use Your Imagination to build this airplane too! You’ll find a hint on the package!

D Pursuit Squad
Your police squad is prepared to serve and protect by sea, land, and air. Stay in hot pursuit with a helicopter, jeep motorcycle and boat. Helicopter features camera, searchlights, and walkie-talkie. Set comes complete with boat trailer, warning signs, and three police officers. Ages 7-12. 157 pieces.
#6354 Pursuit Squad $15.50

E Police 4 x 4
Be the first one to the rescue—on the road or off—in your Police 4x4. It’s ready for action with car doors and sun roof that open and close, warning lanterns, road blocks, and police officer. Ages 7-12. 59 pieces.
#6533 Police 4 x 4 $4.75
THE RESCUE TEAM IS READY FOR ACTION BY LAND, SEA, AND AIR!

**Coastal Cutter**
The Coast Guard is making sure the harbor stays safe for all boats and ships. Special Radar equipment alerts them to any problems. And if they have a need for speed, they use the speed boat with an outboard motor.
Ages 7-12. 175 pieces.
#6353 Coastal Cutter $19.00

**Night Patroller**
Lights flashing, sirens blasting—and you're off to the crime scene. Lights flash or glow and two siren sounds come with this deluxe set. (9 volt battery not included). Ages 7-12. 140 pieces.
#6430 Night Patroller $25.00

**Pier Police**
The Harbor Police are on hand, patrolling the waves in their Radar Boat and in hot pursuit in the Speedboat. An Ambulance and Motorcycle wait on land, ready for emergency action. The radar tower keeps everyone at the station informed. Includes 4 police officers. Ages 7-12. 327 pieces.
#6540 Pier Police $44.00

**Trauma Team**
"Emergency Alert! Send the Trauma Team to the rescue!" This team of paramedics can transport patients by ambulance or helicopter. Helicopter has bays for 2 stretchers. Plus the rescue car and scooter are available for backup. Includes 4 paramedics and patient.
Ages 7-12. 177 pieces.
#1896 Trauma Team $27.50
START YOUR ENGINES...
LEGO MANIACS!

A Wave Rebel
The Octan truck and trailer transport the speedboat to the beach where it's ready to battle the waves. 74 pieces.
#6663 Wave Rebel $7.25

B Victory Cup Racers
Welcome this World Class Race Team to your LEGO town. The trailer truck transports 3 cars to the starting line. Two pit crew members are ready to fix any problems with a jack, extinguisher and spare tires. When the race is over, use the forklift to load the trailer for the next race. 437 pieces.
#6539 Victory Cup Racers $42.00

C Mag Racer
You're headed for the winner's circle with this sleek racer. Comes equipped with 4-wheel spring suspension, moveable headlights and adjustable rear spoiler. 56 pieces.
#6648 Mag Racer $7.25

D Diesel Daredevil
Open the doors, put the driver behind the wheel and unleash the power of this awesome truck. Includes adjustable spoiler, antennas and big exhaust pipes for daredevil adventures. 54 pieces.
#6669 Diesel Daredevil $8.75

E Checkered Flag 500
It's an exciting day at the races! These two mag racers are raring to go with front and rear wheel suspension, tilting headlights, and adjustable rear spoilers for maximum performance. Raceway comes complete with pit stop, starting light, and 6 race crew members. 177 pieces.
#6551 Checkered Flag 500 $26.50

F Dual FX Racers
Race around your LEGO Town with these sporty FX racers. Includes 2 race drivers and starter with checkered flag. Plus you'll find a hint on the packaging to build an alternate model! 103 pieces.
#1665 Dual FX Racers $8.75
**LET YOUR IMAGINATION SOAR!**

**Shuttle Launching Crew**
Explore the Universe with this brave crew. Transporting the Shuttle to its launching pad is easy with the trailer truck and escort vehicles. Includes a special arm for launching satellites into deep space. Five astronauts included. Ages 7-12. 380 pieces. #6346 Shuttle Launching Crew $38.50

**Glade Runner**
Watch in amazement as the Glade Runner races by at lightning speed. This durable speedboat can fly through even the roughest ocean waves. 29 pieces. #6513 Glade Runner $3.25

**Transair Carrier**
Transport supplies to and from LEGO Town. Be sure to use the forklift to load the Plane - the cargo is heavy. Complete with airport vehicle and pilot. Ages 7-12. 192 pieces. #6375 Transair Carrier $23.00

**AERO Hawk**
Zip through the sky in the AERO Hawk. The rear propeller spins and the cockpit opens to let the pilot climb aboard. 41 pieces. #6536 AERO Hawk $4.75

**LEGO HOTLINE**
1-800-453-4652
9AM to 8PM ET
A Gas n’ Wash Express

Keep your car looking new. Get a quick wash after filling up, and be sure to stop by the snack bar. This Station even has a Crane Truck to help out with any needed car repairs. Building instructions for the main model are included. To build the alternate model, you will need to use your imagination. You’ll find a hint on the package. Includes 3 Station people.
Ages 7-12. 453 pieces.

#6397 Gas n’ Wash Express $52.00
**B Gas Transit**
Your town needs fuel to keep it going, and the Gas Transit sure delivers! Cockpit doors and trailer roof swing open for easy access and fuel fill-ups. Includes detachable trailer, fuel hose, and driver. 120 pieces. #6594 Gas Transit $13.25

**E Landscape Loader**
Clear the way with the Landscape Loader. Move mountains as you raise and lower your shovel. Cockpit windshield opens to let the driver climb inside. 33 pieces. #6512 Landscape Loader $3.25

**C Recycle Truck**
Keep your Town beautiful with the recycle truck. Recycling is an important job and the Driver needs your help. Includes shovel and broom and a refuse container that slides on and off the Truck. 104 pieces. #6668 Recycle Truck $9.25

**F Back Hoe**
Heavy equipment coming through! Get your road or house construction underway with this hard working machine. Rear end shovel scoops up earth. Front end shovel lifts, lowers, and dumps. Comes complete with construction signs, broom, shovel, and construction worker. 77 pieces. #6662 Back Hoe $7.25

**D Rescue Rig**
Need a tow?? Just call the Rescue Rig. The truck is equipped with a hammer, wrench, and crane to hook up to broken down cars quickly and efficiently. Driver included. Ages 7-12. 113 pieces. #6670 Rescue Rig $9.25

**G Diesel Dumper**
Fill 'er up and move 'er out! Whether you're digging a ditch or farming a field, your Diesel Dumper helps you haul and dump the load. 38 pieces. #6532 Diesel Dumper $4.50
**A Seaside Cabana**
Surf's up, Dude! You'll have oceans of summertime fun at the seaside cabana. Windsurf or cruise around on the Jet Ski. Then enjoy a cool drink at your beachfront Cafe. 42 pieces.
#6401 Seaside Cabana $6.75

**B Poolside Paradise**
Splish-splash at your Summer Fun House! Enjoy a cool drink on the second floor sunroom that overlooks the pool. Your poolside resort includes sports car, mailbox, and 4 sunbathers. Ages 7 to 12. 211 pieces.
#6416 Poolside Paradise $38.50

**C Beach Bandit**
Load up the surf board! It's time to catch some waves. And the coolest way to get to the beach is in the Beach Bandit. It even includes a windsail for windsurfing! 36 pieces.
#6534 Beach Bandit $4.75

**D Surf Shack**
Have fun in the sun at the Surf Shack! There's a rental stand for surf boards and a juice bar underneath the palm trees. Surf the waves or sit back and relax. Three vacationers included. 88 pieces.
#6595 Surf Shack $13.25

**E Beach Rescue Chopper**
For crisis situations on the beach, you can count on the rescue chopper team to take action. The chopper is equipped with landing gear, rescue hatch, rotating searchlight, and video camera. Plus, the lifeguard uses a catamaran to assist the chopper in its rescue missions. Ages 7-12. 145 pieces.
#6342 Beach Rescue Chopper $17.50

Use your imagination to build an airplane too! You'll find a hint on the package!
**G Breezeway Cafe**

Build your very own restaurant for your LEGO Town. This restaurant comes complete with its own kitchen, juice bar, waiter, cook and 3 diners. Many unique elements plus "Ristorante" decals are included. Ages 7-12. 171 pieces.  
#6376 Breezeway Cafe. $23.00

**H Sand Dollar Cafe**

Grab your beach blanket and head for the sun! LEGO Tourists can swim, sail, or take a bike ride to the cafe for an ice cream cone or a cool drink. Ice cream cart and 5 tourists included. Ages 7-12. 155 pieces.  
#6411 Sand Dollar Cafe $23.75

**F Surf N' Sail Camper**

Summertime vacationers never had it so good! Take off for a holiday in the Surf N' Sail Camper. Comes complete with camper, trailer, sailboat, bicycle, and vacationer. Ages 7-12. 180 pieces.  
#6351 Surf N' Sail Camper $21.00

**LEGO SYSTEM**

Set Sail For Adventure Ages 6-12

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652 8AM to 8PM ET
**A Island Arcade**

It’s a day at the fair and you’re invited! Imagine the fun you’ll have spinning the Fortune Wheel and winning a prize. Then go for a ride on the Merry-Go-Round. 140 pieces.

#6409 Island Arcade $21.00

---

**B Rocky River Retreat**

Get away from it all and head for the Rocky River Retreat. You can go fishing, boating, horseback riding, or just relax by the campfire. There’s a hanging bridge and ladder to cross over the river. The cabin contains a table, chair, lamp, bed plus 2 vacationers included. 237 pieces.

#6552 Rocky River Retreat $29.75

---

**C Rolling Acres Ranch**

Welcome to Rolling Acres: Your deluxe Ranch comes complete with jumping fences, car and trailer, 3 stables for feeding and grooming the horses, saddles, a sulky, 3 jockeys, and more! Ages 7-12. 348 pieces.

#6419 Rolling Acres Ranch $46.00

---

**D Paradise Playground**

Enjoy a ride on the seesaw and slide down the slide. This is a Playground where having fun is the only rule. Includes three Vacationers, parrot, baby carriage, and sandbox. 91 pieces.

#6403 Paradise Playground $13.25
Customize Your Models with These One-of-A-Kind Bricks & Special Pieces

P Road Signs
Just like a real town with traffic regulations, LEGO Town needs signs to keep the roads safe for stopping, parking and more. 11 pieces.
#6315 Road Signs $3.25

Q Trees and Fences
Make LEGO Town more beautiful with these extra trees, flowers, pennants and fences! 37 pieces.
#6319 Trees and Fences $4.75

CREATE YOUR OWN ROAD SYSTEM!
Have fun creating your own LEGO community road system...or even a winding raceway! All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths. Two plates per package $7.25

R #6311 Curved Road Plates
S #6312 Straight Road Plates
T #6313 Cross Road Plates
U #6310 T-Road Plates

To Build Sample Layout
You'll Need:
2 packages #6310
1 package #6311
1 package #6312
2 packages #6313

City People
These people may remind you of people in your city. Includes Jockey, Stuntman, Waiter, Construction Worker, Gas Station Attendant, and Girl on Bicycle. 27 pieces.
#6314 City People $7.25.
**A Black Seas Barracuda**
Full sail and ready for action, this twin-masted ship carries Captain Red Beard and his swashbucklers closer to action and treasure. A treasure hoist and cannon equip this ship for its main mission—reclaiming ancestral treasure. Nine pirates included.
Ages 9-12. 865 pieces.
#6285 Black Seas Barracuda $125.00

**B Imperial Flagship**
Raise the sail! You’re aboard the command ship for Governor Broadside’s fleet. The ship’s mission is to protect merchant treasures and ensure safe passage for all ships that fly the Imperial flag. Includes working compass and 2 moving cannons to help Governor Broadside and his 3 crew members retrieve royal gold from the treacherous Pirates. Ages 8-12. 308 pieces.
#6271 Imperial Flagship $55.00

**C Cannon Cove**
The Imperial Guards think they have a Pirate in the prison. Little do they know that the Pirate just escaped in a row boat! Will they notice before the prisoner leaves Cannon Cove? 101 pieces
#6266 Cannon Cove $17.50
**Raft Raiders**

These 3 rugged raiders will do anything to keep their treasure safe. Be careful! It's easy to fall into the sea where a shark awaits. Ages 7-12. 78 pieces.

#6261 Raft Raiders $13.25

**Smuggler's Shanty**

Hiding out in the shanty are 2 armed Pirates guarding their treasures. Circling the island are a man-eating shark and a row boat captained by an Imperial Guard. 69 pieces

#6258 Smuggler's Shanty $9.25

**Imperial Trading Post**

Land Ho! Cargo ships from all corners of the world pass through the trading post with their treasure. It is the safe home port for Governor Broadside and his fleet. To defend the royal treasure from attacking Pirates, the Imperial Trading Post has 8 crew members, 3 pivoting cannons, and a secret opening in the roof of the guard post. Two working cranes hoist treasure and supplies from visiting ships. Ages 8-12. 596 pieces.

#6277 Imperial Trading Post $85.00

**Add to the Adventures with these Awesome Accessory Models!**

- #6234 Renegade's Raft 37 pieces. $3.25
- #6237 Pirate's Plunder 20 pieces. $3.25
- #6247 Bounty Boat 34 pieces. $4.75
- #6252 Sea Mates 29 pieces. $7.25
- #5122 Pirate Accessories 22 pieces. $3.00
**A Dragon Defender**
The Dragon Masters will defend their dragon's den at any cost. Two brave knights load the Dragon Defender catapult in an effort to scare away intruders. Ages 7-12. 151 pieces. #6043 Dragon Defender $13.25

**B Fire Breathing Fortress**
A dragon's head identifies the Fire Breathing Fortress. This Fortress is full of fun surprises! The dragon's head on the Fortress rotates and can drop rocks on intruders. There's a secret exit inside and a cave to lock up a fire-breathing dragon. Plus... watch out for the secret trap door! Includes 5 knights and Majisto with glow-in-the-dark wand. Ages 8-12. 398 pieces. #6082 Fire Breathing Fortress $64.00

**C Dark Dragon's Den**
Deep in the forest lies the Dark Dragon's Den. A stairway leads up to the tower where 3 knights keep a close watch on a fire-breathing dragon. Majisto waves his magic, glow-in-the-dark wand and a secret exit door opens! Ages 8-12. 211 pieces. #6076 Dark Dragon's Den $43.00

**D Magic Shop**
Majisto waves his glow-in-the-dark wand to create extraordinary magic. 45 pieces. #6020 Magic Shop $4.75

**E Dragon Wagon**
Brave knights must transport a fire-breathing dragon. The dragon puffs out fire and raises his wings as he tries to escape. Two knights included. Ages 7-12. 104 pieces. #6056 Dragon Wagon $21.00

---

*Can you find the secret exit door?*

*Watch out for the secret trap door!*
**Forestmen's River Fortress**
Deep in river country lies the hidden fortress built by hardy mini-woodsmen. Ride down the river on the log raft to get supplies while others stand guard on the lookout tower. Includes 6 Forestmen. Ages 8-12. 348 pieces. #6077 Forestmen's River Fortress $37.50

**Sea Serpent**
Raise the sail! On board the Sea Serpent is a barrel full of supplies and armor to assist the Black Knights on their voyage. Includes 5 Knights in full armor. Ages 7-12. 118 pieces. #6057 Sea Serpent $16.50

**Black Knight's Castle**
This mighty Castle is equipped with 3 Towers, working drawbridge, and an underground cell for renegade prisoners. Legend has it that a Ghost waits in the shadows to scare off intruders. There's only one safe way out of this dark Castle. Can you find it? Includes 10 knights, renegade, and glow-in-the-dark Ghost! Ages 8-12. 571 pieces. #6068 Black Knight's Castle $85.00

**Black Monarch's Ghost**
43 pieces. $7.25

**LEGO HOTLINE**
1-800-453-4652
9AM to 8PM ET

Includes working drawbridge!
**A King's Mountain Fortress**
High atop the hill sits the majestic King's Fortress where a chest full of treasure is hidden. The drawbridge lowers and gates open to let you sneak inside. Discover the secret trap door, and the treasure will be yours. But beware! The Castle is haunted by a Ghost that glows in the dark. Get caught, and the Guards throw you in the dungeon. Complete with Princess, 6 Knights, 2 horses, and lots of fun surprises. Ages 8-12. 429 pieces.

#6081 King's Mountain Fortress $58.00

**B Castle Equipment**

#5138 Castle Equipment 34 pieces. $3.50

**C Wolfpack Renegades**
This horse-driven wagon is equipped with a false bottom for hiding treasure. The 2 Renegades have many treasures to transport to their Wolfpack Tower hideout. 93 pieces.

#6038 Wolfpack Renegades $9.25

**D Wolfpack Tower**
This tower is the wolfpack's main headquarters. If invaders try to enter, the renegades can pull up the drawbridge. For those who dare to enter, the tallest tower is haunted by a ghost who protects the hidden treasures! Includes 3 wolfpack people. Ages 8-12. 230 pieces.

#6075 Wolfpack Tower $28.75

**E Medieval Knights**

#6105 Medieval Knights 32 pieces. $7.25
These boats really FLOAT!

F Cabin Cruiser
Cruise out to sea in class in the Cabin Cruiser. This sleek leisure boat is made for open water excitement! Includes fishing gear and shark with working jaws! 90 pieces.
#4011 Cabin Cruiser $19.75

G Police Patrol Boat
Shape up and ship out—keep the waterways safe as you patrol the shoreline. Your Patrol Boat comes with a hatchway to the engine room, a working rope pulley at the stern, two wheel houses, a radar dish, 3 Police Officers and room to stow diving gear. 185 pieces.
#4021 Police Patrol Boat $34.00

H Fire Fighter
“All hands prepare the landing deck for the rescue helicopter! When she lands, we’ll head out to squelch that fire at sea!”
Your deluxe Firefighter Boat comes equipped with 4 rotating double water pumps, 4 firemen, wheelhouse, and engine room below. 349 pieces.
#4031 Fire Fighter $52.00
**A Metroliner**

"All aboard! This deluxe Train Set provides all you need for quick transportation around your LEGO city. Train includes working engine and passenger and steering wagons. Each compartment has realistic details, like tables, chairs, bunk beds and a restroom. Train light shines while Train is in motion. Comes complete with larger 27" x 38" oval track, 11 Travelers, railstop platform, luggage cart, 2 bikes and more. Requires #4548 9-volt Speed Regulator to operate (see opposite page). 768 pieces.

#4558 Metroliner $149.00

---

**B Twin Tank Transporter**

The Octan Driver loads fuel onto his truck from the huge storage tanks on the track. 171 pieces.

#4537 Twin Tank Transporter $23.00

---

**C Road N' Rail Repair**

First maneuver Road N' Rail Repair on land as the crane digs ditches to be used for new rails. Then, attach the vehicle to a departing train for a ride along the railroad to the next worksite. Ages 7-12. Available in April 1994. 81 pieces.

#4525 Road N' Rail Repair $10.00
D Speed Regulator
Here's the perfect control center for your rail system. Speed regulating unit lets you speed up for an express train and slow down at the next station to pick up passengers. 1 year limited warranty. 3 pieces.
#4548 Speed Regulator $46.00

The LEGO SYSTEM Train Speed Regulator is covered by a 1 year limited warranty. For a Free copy, please contact: LEGO Systems, Inc., Consumer Affairs Department, P.O. Box 1138, Enfield, CT 06083 or call 1-800-4-LEGGRR. Monday-Friday, 9:00 am-5:00 pm ET.

E Railroad Club Car
What a way to go! Five passengers travel in style on this double-decker train car. Imagine the sights they see from the observation deck! The top deck has chairs and tables, while the lower deck has sleeping cars with beds. 288 pieces.
#4547 Railroad Club Car $37.50

E Road 'N Rail Hauler
LEGO City needs lots of supplies to keep the citizens happy! Help these 2 rail workers load cargo on and off the Cargo Train with the heavy duty crane. Use the truck to transport supplies to and from the railways. 446 pieces.
#4549 Road 'N Rail Hauler $52.00
Expand Your Railway With These Tracks!
Each set of rails is pre-assembled for ease in adding to your railway.

A
#4515 Eight Straight Rails.
More than 40 inches of track! $13.25

B
#4520 Eight Curved Rails.
Enough for 27” half circle! $13.25

C
#4531 Switching Rails.
6 pieces. $28.75

Sample layout uses:
one set #4558
one set #4520
one set #4515
one set #4531

Sample Layout

D
Level Crossing
Train’s coming! You’ll have to stop your car at the crossing while the train passes through town.
Includes baseplate with rails to hook up to your rail system, two moveable crossing gates, a watchman’s post, watchman, and LEGO landscaping. 106 pieces.
#4539 Level Crossing $25.00

E
Metrostation
Catch the excitement of travel at the Metrostation. Buy a ticket from Kankakee to Kalamazoo. Then, enjoy lunch, make a phone call, or mail a letter—this is a full-service station. The luggage trailer will handle your luggage and the control room will tell you when to board. Includes 8 travelers, luggage, letters, mailbox, and many other special pieces. 564 pieces.
#4554 Metrostation $72.00

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652
9AM to 8PM ET
**Load 'N Haul Railroad**

You'll have no trouble making your cross-country delivery with this freight train. Slide open the red wagon door to load a motorcycle. Flip open the flatbed wagon sideboards to load all the barrels the forklift can carry. Comes complete with 27" by 33" oval track, forklift truck, 3 mini-figures, remote control, and noise reduction feature. 451 pieces.

#4563 Load 'N Haul Railroad $120.00

**Road & Rail Vehicle**

What a great idea! This car can drive on the road and on your rail system. Send this versatile vehicle out to repair the tracks before the next train comes past town. Magnets allow you to hook vehicle to your train. Ages 7-12. 71 pieces.

#4546 Road & Rail Vehicle $10.00

**Truck Transport Wagon**

Now anything can make it on the rails! This LEGO engineer knows that to haul major equipment, you need an extra large Transport Wagon. Wagon sideboards open. Excavator shovels can be raised and lowered too! 171 pieces.

#4543 Truck Transport Wagon $22.00

**Car Transport Wagon**

Transport all kinds of vehicles with this extra long Transport Wagon. Wagon sideboards open, and special ramp hooks up and rotates to let vehicles on and off the wagon. Available April 1994. 136 pieces.

#4544 Car Transport Wagon $18.75

Load and unload vehicles with the rotating wagon and ramp!
SPACE ACCESSORIES!

Be prepared for every type of space adventure imaginable! These unique elements and mini-figures are exactly what you need for your Ice Planet and Space Police models.

A #5056 Space Elements 37 pieces $4.25
B #5049 Transparent Windows & Bricks 8 pieces $3.50
C #5057 Space Accessories 27 pieces $3.00

D Space Explorers
These 5 new astronauts, featuring a droid figure, are ready for any expedition. All are equipped with an ice saw, skis, disks and detectors that will help to create many successful missions in Space. 34 pieces.
#6705 Space Explorers $7.25

E Deep Freeze Defender
Explore frozen, galactic frontiers with the Deep Freeze Defender. The cockpit contains an electronic control panel, skis and an ice saw. Rockets can be launched from the ship to the furthest reaches of the galaxy. A small transport vehicle inside the craft is used to retrieve rockets with magnetic coupling. Three astronauts included.
Ages 8-12. 414 pieces.
#6973 Deep Freeze Defender $49.00

F Celestial Sled
Glide along the cold, icy planet in the Celestial Sled. This full-powered sled runs on four skis. The control panel can be disconnected and you can adjust the red aerial's height. Astronaut included. 54 pieces.
#6834 Celestial Sled $4.75

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652
BAM to 6PM ET
ICY FUN THAT'S OUT OF THIS WORLD!

Blizzard Baron
There's a blizzard brewing in Ice Planet! This space craft is equipped with two engines and can land safely on ice in any storm. The cockpit pops open displaying ski landing gear and an electronic satellite launch control panel. Astronaut included. 81 pieces.
#6879 Blizzard Baron $9.25

Ice Tunnelator
An Ice Planet astronaut mans this sleek vehicle on a journey back to Planet Headquarters. The ice saw mounted on the front of the vehicle is perfect for tunneling through the frozen terrain. 24 pieces.
#6814 Ice Tunnelator $3.25

Ice Station Odyssey
This icy control center has unlimited power and capabilities. There's a crane with a magnetic lift to move rockets and vehicles. The dome-covered control center contains a control panel and swivel chair. In the assembly hall, satellites are mounted on the rockets for the next launch. Also included is a 10-wheeled rocket transport unit and a motor sled. Three astronauts included. Ages 6-12. 339 pieces.
#6983 Ice Station Odyssey $67.00

Includes crane with magnetic lift to move rockets and vehicles!
A Monorail Transport Base
This tri-level super monorail contains hours of fun! Special features include a battery box with an on/off function on one vehicle, a motor unit, lights that flash or remain steady and a stop/reverse function. Start on the lower level to load and unload passengers. Activate the radar when passing the station on the second level. The upper level functions as a launching ramp for cockpit modules and also contains the control room. Four astronauts included.
Ages 8-12. 555 pieces.
#6991 Monorail Transport Base $178.00

B Rebel Hunter
Roar to the crime scene in the Rebel Hunter! A secure holding cell on board ensures safe passage for galactic prisoners. Once the rebel prisoner is released, the ship can fly quickly to its next mission. Includes two astronauts.
Ages 7-12. 144 pieces.
#6897 Rebel Hunter $21.00

C Sonar Security
Nothing can stop this 6-wheeled turbo charged vehicle. The craft contains a red aerial and 2-wheeled trailer which carries a gray communication satellite. Wherever there are alien trespassers, the Sonar Security is close behind! 60 pieces.
#6852 Sonar Security $7.25
D Solar Snooper
Preserve law and order in the galaxy with the Solar Snooper! Criminals can be held on board for questioning in the space lock-up cells and then transported to a more secure location with the collapsible spaceship stored on board. Three space police officers included. Ages 8-12. 252 pieces.
#6957 Solar Snooper $42.00

B Galactic Chief
The galaxy is a safer place with the Galactic Chief around. His laser moving ship contains a green cockpit which opens and closes. 23 pieces.
#6813 Galactic Chief $3.25

F Galactic Mediator
Get your orders for the day when you meet with other Space Police aboard the excellent Galactic Mediator. If you catch a few intergalactic outlaws while you are on duty, you can keep them in the spaceship's special detachable holding cell. Two astronauts guide this Space Police flagship through the galaxy from the dual front cockpit. Includes 3 astronauts and transport vehicle. Ages 9-12. 395 pieces.
#6984 Galactic Mediator $64.00

Awesome Space Accessories
These powerful accessories add realism to all your space models. Let the adventures begin!

G #5053 Transparent Plates & Bricks 76 pieces $3.50
H #5052 Antennas & Control Sticks 39 pieces $3.00
A Motorized Universal Building Set
Motorized action and fun come alive with the 9 volt motor. Create models with real-life moving functions—Tow Truck, Helicopter and Race Car are just a few of the models built with this set. Building instructions for four models included. Ages 9 & up. 211 pieces.
#8064 Motorized Universal Building Set $55.00

B Pneumatic Set
Pneumatic power is in your hands! This system uses compressed air to bring life to the models you build. Build 4 different models - a Car, Forklift, Truck, Tractor - and that's just the beginning. The pneumatic working cylinder opens and closes the Car Cockpit, raises and lowers the Forklift and more. The Tractor can even be motorized. Instructions included. Ages 9 & up. 226 pieces.
#8042 Pneumatic Set $38.50

C The LEGO TECHNIC Guys
Ready for action, this crew has moveable legs, feet, hands, arms, and heads. Perfect for all LEGO TECHNIC models. 9 pieces.
#8714 The LEGO TECHNIC Guys $9.25

D Universal Starter Set
Use the instructions to build a Formula One Race Car, a Plane, a Tow Truck or a Rolling Robot that moves its head! You can even invent your very own moving creations using special elements such as gears, beams, axles and tires!
118 pieces.
#8022 Universal Starter Set $15.50
Seeing it from the inside Out
Each set includes building instructions for 4 models!

Control Center
Invent your own remote controlled models with this set. The Control Center with dual memories, repeat and pause functions works like a computer. Program your model to move from a series of commands. Then, set them in motion again with a touch of one button. Two 9-volt motors provide power to your models, and the turning platform helps increase your model’s mobility. Instructions included to build 4 models—Robot, Turtle, Drawing Machine, and Portable Crane. Batteries not included. Ages 11 and up. 554 pieces.

#8994 Control Center $210.00

The robot arm can be programmed to grasp a brick, lift it — and gently lower it into one of the two containers. All by itself!

After you've built your model, you bring it to life with the LEGO TECHNIC

Motor, the Compressor and Pneumatic Combination, Pneumatic Power or Flex system. LEGO TECHNIC lets you get up close and watch the different parts move — The details are amazing — and very realistic! It will move any way you want!!

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652

RADICAL! AWESOME! COOL!
LEGO TECHNIC models make real-life machines real-life fun!
PNEUMATIC POWER

Pneumatic systems work by controlling compressed air. Flick the air valve, press the air pump and let pneumatic power add realism to your models: lifting, pulling – even picking things up.

A #5107 Pneumatic Pump 2" Cylinder. $3.25
B #5108 Pneumatic Piston 2" Cylinder. $3.25
C #5099 Pneumatic Valves. $2.75
D #5109 Pneumatic Tubing. (23" & 39"). $3.25
A-D #5110 Pneumatic Kit. Save $1.75—ONLY $10.75. Includes 1 of each pneumatic accessory. Regular price $12.50.

Designers Idea Book

It's 100 pages of action-packed fun! Make everything from walking monster robots to sleek race cars. This book offers amazing new ideas and instructions for diverse types of models with many different functions. Colorful illustrations show you how to build these exciting models and understand how they work from the inside out. 

#8891 LEGO TECHNIC Designers Idea Book $8.50

LEGO TECHNIC ESSENTIAL EXTRAS

F #5233 Small Beams/Plates. 26 pieces. $4.50
G #5235 Large Beams with Holes. 8 pieces. $4.50
H #5251 4 Shock Absorbers. $5.25
I #5243 Gear Chain Links. 70 pieces $4.75
J #5267 Cross Axles. 16 pieces $4.00
K #5271 White Hubs and Tires. (Approx. 2") $4.25
L #5265 Large Tires & Hubs. (Approx. 1" x 1 1/8") $4.00
M #5274 Large Tires & Wheels. (Approx. 1" & 1 3/4") $4.50
N #5286 Toggle Joint. 63 pieces. $4.50 Available May 1994.
O #5276 Gear Wheels. 23 pieces. $4.50
P #5277 Wedge-belt wheels, etc. 12 pieces. $4.00
Q #5279 Plates, Gears, Racks, etc. 16 pieces. $4.00
R #5280 Liftarms, triangles. 10 pieces. $3.25

9 VOLT BATTERY POWER

S Power Pack.

Wheels turn and motors run when you add the new 9V power pack to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, battery box, rubber belts, and assorted gears and bricks. Each Technic set includes instructions to motorize models with the Power Pack. (Requires 6 AA Batteries - Not included) Ages 9-14. 50 pieces. 

#8720 Power Pack. $39.75

T #5115 Extra 9V Battery Box. $12.25
U #5114 Extra 9 Volt Motor. $17.50
V #5111 9V Motor Wire $4.50
Wow! Each set has building instructions for 2 models!

**W Sky Ranger**
This awesome aircraft will send you flying. As the wheels turn, pistons move and the propeller turns. Your aircraft also features tilting wing flaps and retractable landing gear. Includes detailed instructions for alternative Gyrocopter model. 271 pieces. 
#8836 Sky Ranger. $29.75

**X Supply Ship**
There are amazing details on the Supply Ship—and you build it yourself! The steering gear turns and at the same time, the propellers rotate. The crane swings and can be raised and lowered. Instructions are also included for building a Hovercraft that can be motorized with the Power Pack (#8720, see page 42). Ages 10 & up. 523 pieces. 
#8839 Supply Ship $39.50

**Y Pneumatic Excavator-Crane Truck**
It's the power of air in your hands—you bring your models to life! The working pneumatic cylinder in this model makes for realistic action and lots of fun. The Crane Truck's real-life functions include a revolving platform that can be motorized so the crane swings around automatically. Instructions are also included to build the Excavator. Ages 9 & up. 238 pieces. 
#8837 Pneumatic Excavator $47.00

**Z ATX Sport Cycle**
This model will really rev you up! Sport Cycle features front and rear wheel steering. Complete with detailed instructions for two models—the ATX Sport Cycle and the Racer. Ages 7-12. 94 pieces. 
#8826 ATX Sport Cycle. $10.00
A Rescue Helicopter with Flex System
The Flex System is an amazing process that you control! Once you've built this model, you'll move one part and watch it activate another part! Raise and lower the wheels for landing. Watch the blades rotate. Raise and lower the rescue hook—and much more. The Rescue Helicopter can even be motorized. Instructions are also included for building a Hovercraft. Ages 11 & Up. 507 pieces.
#8856 Rescue Helicopter with Flex System $67.00

B Cafe Racer
Head out to conquer the rough and dusty back road with this hot model. Features front wheel steering, working kickstand, and shock absorbers in back. Complete with detailed instructions for the Cafe Racer and a Three-Wheeler Motorbike. 77 pieces.
#8810 Cafe Racer $10.00

C Airtech Claw Rig
You're in for some realistic building fun and performance! This set features steering gear, a 6-cylinder engine (pistons move up and down), and ventilator screw (rotates when truck is in motion). A built-in motor powers pneumatics to raise and lower crane arm, open and close crane bucket, and turn the crane cabin on its revolving platform. Set also includes instructions to build an Automatic Loading Truck. Ages 12 & up. 957 pieces.
#8868 Airtech Claw Rig $139.00
**D Forklift Transport**

Raise and lower the trailer, turn the steering gear, and raise and lower the forklift arms. The action is so realistic—and you build it yourself. Instructions to build a Car Trailer with 2 cars are also included. 761 pieces. Ages 9 & up. 8872 Forklift Transport $82.00

**RADICAL!**

EACH SET INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONS FOR TWO MODELS!
Construct and Control
Advanced Technical Functions!

A Super Car
More than 18 inches of building fun! This awesome Test Car has lots of realistic functions including 4-wheel steering and independent suspension, 2 adjustable mirrors, moveable headlights, and more. Plus instructions are included to build a Formula 1 Racer! Ages 11 & up. Available April 1994, 1,343 pieces.
#8880 Super Car $139.00

B Shock Cycle
Only motocross pros have bikes with coil spring shocks, a multi-link drive chain and oscillating twin piston engine. Now you can too! Or, build the Three Wheel Chopper instead! Ages 9 & up, 245 pieces.
#8838 Shock Cycle $99.75

Includes many realistic functions like a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons!

LEGO HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET
**MODEL TEAM**

**AGES 9 & UP**

**RADICAL!**
Each set includes instructions for two models!

**Sea Jet**
This bright red, white, and blue dual-engine speedboat has realistic appeal with its driving seats, rudders, functional propellers, instrument panels, and open/close hatch on front deck. Also includes instructions for Hovercraft model. 400 pieces.

#5521 Sea Jet $36.50

**Magic Flash**
This model team threesome is packed with power! The Van features realistic bumpers, horn, windscreen wipers, dual exhaust pipes and more. You control the steering by turning the spare tire on top. Trailer hooks up to the Van for transporting the Speedboat. The action never stops—includes instructions for Dragster alternate model. 788 pieces.

#5581 Magic Flash $79.00
A Mach II Red Bird Rig

Speed through the highways and skyways with the Mach II Red Bird. This awesome Tractor Trailer and Jet Plane contain working parts like doors/hatches that open and close, turnable wheels, spoilers which tip to the side, and removable loading ramp. Tremendous detail, realism and 1,172 pieces of building fun!

Ages 10-16.

#5591 Mach II Red Bird Rig $110.00

FREE GIFT OFFER
SEE ORDER FORM FOR DETAILS!
Set Sail For Awesome South Seas Adventures

THE ISLANDERS ARE HERE!

Collect all six exciting New Islanders models. King Kahuka and his royal family welcome you and other LEGO Maniacs to their Enchanted Island filled with golden treasures. Travel the South Seas for all new MANIAC® Fun!

FREE Captain Red Beard Key Chain with your purchase of an Islanders T-Shirt! A $3.50 Value! Ages 5 & up.
Offer expires August 31, 1994
You can also purchase your own #9403 Captain Red Beard Key Chain for just $3.50.
Suitable for ages 5 & up.

A Islanders Tee
Captain Red Beard discovers King Kahuka's enchanted island in our exclusive Islanders T-Shirt. These rugged shirts are made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% cotton jersey for soft, comfortable, long lasting wear. Tape crew neck with two piece collar looks better longer, won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in U.S.A.

#1119 Islanders T-Shirts
Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $13.00
Note: Please include size when ordering. Thank you.

PLEASE INCLUDE SIZE WHEN ORDERING.
## Order Form

**THE TOYS THAT BUILD IMAGINATION!**

**LEGO SHOP AT HOME SERVICE • P.O. BOX 1310 • ENFIELD, CT 06083**

### Sold To:
(If paying by credit card, please note your name as it appears on your credit card.)

KEY = 74900

**Day Phone:** (_____) ____________________________

*Important for clarifying questions on orders.

Check one: Boy ☐ Girl ☐ Child's Birthdate __/__/____ MONTH DAY YEAR

**Ship To:** Use only if different from “Sold To” address.

- Name ____________________________
- Street/Route ____________________________
- City ____________________________
- State/Zip ____________________________

**Address Correction:** Use for corrections to the “Sold To” address.

- Name ____________________________
- Street/Route ____________________________
- City ____________________________
- State/Zip ____________________________

---

### Line Item

<table>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Method of Payment:

- ☐ My check or money order is enclosed
- ☐ MasterCard ☐ VISA

**Account** (Please include all the numbers of your credit card.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Thru</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Signature** ____________________________

---

**CT and MA Shipments**

Please add appropriate sales tax

**Shipping & Handling**

$0.00

**Total Rush Charges**

(please call for information)

**Total Amount**

(please, no cash or CODs)

---

**NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR SHIPPING!**

**ALL ORDERS ARE POSTAGE PAID.**

---

*To easily fit Order Form in envelope, please tear form off at perforation, fold on the dotted lines and fold again in half.*

---

*For future reference please leave ordering instructions in your catalog.*
Ordering Information

Order by Phone - It's Fastest & Easiest.
Mastercard and VISA credit card holders may call in their orders weekdays from 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (Eastern Time) by calling 1-800-453-4652. We're sorry, but we cannot accept collect calls. To save time when ordering, please complete the order form, including credit card information, before you call. Thank you.

Order by FAX - 24 Hours a Day.
Mastercard and VISA credit card holders may fax their orders 24 hours a day (7 days a week) by calling (203) 763-6800. Please complete the order form, including credit card information, before faxing. All FAX orders will be acknowledged via first class mail.

Order by Mail.
Clearly print your name and address in space provided. Please give "Ship To" information if order is to be shipped to an address other than your own. Fill in daytime phone number in case we have a question about your order. Make checks payable to LEGO Shop At Home Service (SAHS). Please do not send cash. For credit card payments, please list all digits from your credit card, expiration date and SIGN THE ORDER FORM.

When to Expect Your Order.
Your order will be shipped on the day after it's received. Expect an additional 5-10 working days for UPS or the post office to deliver your order.

Order Today - Build it Tomorrow.
We are happy to announce our continuing service for all phone orders - express delivery is now available for an extra charge.

1. Federal Express® Second Day Air Service gets you your order within two business days from the time we ship. If you call us with your order on Monday, we'll ship on Tuesday, and you'll have your order on Thursday!

2. Federal Express Overnight Air Service gets you your order within 24 hours from the time we ship. If you call with your order on Monday, we'll ship on Tuesday, and you'll have your order on Wednesday!

Please ask for express service delivery and pricing information when calling to place your order. (Sorry, Federal Express deliveries cannot be made to P.O. Boxes.)

An Important Safety Message

PARENTS: How to choose the right LEGO Sets for your children.

LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are NOT suitable and may pose a hazard to children under 3 years of age. DUPLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under 3.

LEGO building sets are specially designed for every age and stage of your child's development. Each set provides a unique building challenge with the emphasis on FUN! While no one knows your child as well as you do, please take a moment to review age guidelines when you are ordering.

LEGO Quality Guarantee

We believe our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We know that you'll be totally satisfied with your order. But if there's any reason that your not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

Prices are guaranteed through December 31, 1994.
Customer Service

Order Information and Inquiries.
If you need information regarding an order, a delivery date or the availability of an item, please call 1-800-835-4388 Monday to Friday 8 am - 8 pm Eastern Time or write to: LEGO Shop At Home Service, P.O. Box 1310, Enfield, CT 06083.

Return Policy.
At LEGO Shop at Home Service, we're always delighted to serve you in every way possible. If for some reason you need to return part or all of your order, it's easy! Simple instructions are included on the reverse side of the packing slip you'll receive with your order. All returns are acknowledged.

General Information.
For information regarding our products, replacement parts, or any general questions, please contact our Consumer Affairs Department at: LEGO Systems, Inc. Consumer Affairs, P.O. Box 1138, Enfield, CT 06083 – or call (203) 763-3211, Monday to Friday 9 am - 9 pm Eastern Time.

What To Do If You Can't Find a LEGO Set You're Looking For.

Trouble finding a particular LEGO set at your favorite store? Can't find this item in this catalog either? Can't find a store in your area that carries LEGO products? Then call us! You may order directly from us. We're always happy to serve you, depending on product availability. Call (203) 763-4011 for product information. Remember, we are here to help.

“My daughter just loves LEGO bricks and will play with them for hours and hours. She just received an order today in the mail and has been in her room playing for 3 hours now. Her imagination just goes wild.”
D. S., Buckhannon, WV

“I can't believe how much these toys have helped develop my son's imagination. He loves playing with the pirates and making up his own adventures.”
E. Z., Pine Brook, NJ

Typical letters we receive every day.